
RACC Project Grants for 2011 
The 121 Projects – 56 organizations and 65 individual artists – are arranged alphabetically. 

There are 3 categories for Project Grants: Artistic Focus, Arts-in-Schools, 
Community Participation 

* Clackamas County    **Washington County 
All other recipients are Multnomah County 

First time Project Grant recipients are highlighted. 
 

Devon Allen  An Oak Tree, by Tim Crouch  
Artistic Focus Theatre $5,300  
Will produce and direct Tim Crouch's fascinating play An Oak Tree, widely heralded as an exceptional 
evening of theater.  A haunting, thrilling play about loss, suggestion & the power of the mind. Provides 
a unique experience for Portland's acting pool. 
 
Alliance Francaise of Portland  Bastille Day 2011  
Community Participation Festival $4,223  
The 9th Annual Portland Bastille Day festival will be a daylong celebration of French culture in all its 
forms -- dance, music, food, language, fencing, art. Free to the public, this festival is widely viewed as 
the largest Bastille celebration on the West Coast. It features live music and entertainment on two 
stages throughout the day, as well as performers who roam throughout the park. 
 
Peter Armetta  One Dream/One Earth: Reconciliation with the Dreamtime 
Artistic Focus Multi-Discipline $5,400  
I will write, compose, direct and perform in both a live presentation and a studio-produced audio 
recording based on actual dreams of world healing and renewal.  It will be a sound tapestry woven 
from the words and voices of the dreamers themselves, dream workers both current (Tess Castleman, 
Michael Meade) and historical (CG Jung, Joseph Campbell), and from original scenes, songs and 
instrumental music inspired by the dreams and parallels from world mythology. 
 
Kerfala Fana Bangoura  Sekha Kan at the Market  
Artistic Focus Music $4,355  
I am a master drummer from Conakry, Guinea, West Africa. My project is a series of traditional 
Guinean percussion concerts to be held during the summer of 2011 at the Portland Farmers Market at 
PSU. I will be accompanied by my group, which consists of professional musicians from Africa as well as 
the U.S. The music is entirely percussion and features four different kinds of Guinean drums including 
the djembe, dundun, sangban, and tambour. 
 
Hayley Barker  VALLEY OF SHOOTING STARS: THE VISIONS OF OPAL WHITELEY 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $4,303  
My project is tentatively called, "Valley of Shooting Stars: The Visions of Opal Whitely."  For this project 
I am creating 15 new mixed media works on paper and 3 oil paintings which will culminate in a solo 
exhibition at Charles A. Hartman Fine Art scheduled for May 2011.  The grant funds will help cover the 
cost of framing the works on paper and the costs of designing and printing a 1000 copy run of a tri-fold 
full color brochure featuring my artwork and an original essay. 
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Avantika Bawa  Sit-Up 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $3,088  
As a site-specific artist, I have recently been focusing more on making furniture-specific installations. 
These works are essentially a response to the history of various pieces of furniture and often comment 
on their current state of cultural decay or physical deconstruction. I am now working on Sit-Up – A 
series that examines and includes historical and indigenous furniture to address their formal 
construction and past usage, while also commenting on the current state of our economy. 
 
Chris Bennett  Along the Way  
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $3,145  
The project, “Along the Way”, is a visual documentation of the route of the Corps of Discovery led by 
Meriwether Lewis and William Clark between 1803-1806.  I will photograph all of the historical marker 
sites as well as other places I find along the way; places not known for their historical significance, but 
capture the presence of the Corps of Discovery once passing through the area. 
 
Bienestar  Tile Mural Project at Elm Park 
Community Participation Visual Arts $1,463  
This project will result in original handmade tile murals to cover two  cement block walls.  The project 
will include the collaborative work of two local artists and the children and families of the Elm Park 
Apartments I & II on North Elm in Forest Grove. The design and tiles will be created beginning in March 
2011 and completed with installation in July. 
 
Bouand Dance Company  The French-American Collaboration 
Artistic Focus Dance/Movement $5,022 
Bouand DanceCompany and Companie Ando Cie of Lyon, France, will collaborate on an evening of 
contemporary dance designed as a cultural exchange between the cities of Lyon and Portland, and 
between the shared vision of two choreographers, Davy Brun and Alexandrous Ballard.  Each 
choreographer will create a work on his company dancers, rehearsing the work in their respective 
cities. Bouand dancers will then travel to Lyon for final rehearsals and first performances. Dancers from 
both companies will then come to Portland for six performances here. 
 
Peter Burr  mazed 
Artistic Focus Multi-Discipline $4,485 
Peter Burr (Hooliganship) and Melanie Valera (Tender Forever) are developing a live multimedia 
performance that explores the infinite hall of mirrors one can enter during times of tragedy.  The 
genesis for this project came from the Centre Pompidou in Paris asking us to propose a music-driven 
performance for their 2011 season; consequently we are developing a show that is scalable to a variety 
of venues in order to tour it extensively. 
 
Cascadia Composers  American Originals - Cascadia Composers at PSU 
Artistic Focus Music $4,500 
We seek support for a two day festival of chamber music and lectures by member composers, which 
will include world premieres of new compositions.  We have been invited by the Music Department at 
Portland State to present our concerts and lectures as part of their "American Originals" theme for the 
2010-2011 academic year. 
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Camille Cettina  Mr. Darcy Dream Boat 
Artistic Focus Theatre $2,993 
Mr. Darcy Dream Boat (Mr.DDB) is the third incarnation of themes and texts I have been exploring 
through performance over the last ten years.  Mr.DDB is a one-woman show devised and performed in 
a highly inventive Lecoq-based physical theatre style.  It is a literary romp, bringing to life a young 
woman's coming of age as seen through and molded by the novels she reads and the characters she 
loves. 
 
Meshi Chavez  We Two Boy 
Artistic Focus Dance/Movement $1,937 
"We Two Boys" is a duet, by Meshi Chavez it is inspired by Walt Whitman's poem- "We Two Boys 
Together Clinging”. It explores a multi-layered relationship between two men, seeking to express their 
need for one another. The piece, accompanied by live music, will be danced by Chavez and Richard 
Decker. Run time will be about 25 minutes. It will premiere in Portland's 2011 Fertile Ground Festival at 
Conduit as a shared evening with artist Lisa DeGrace. 
 
Tracey Cockrell  POEMOPHONE: the reading series 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $4,101 
By repurposing vintage typewriters, I created Poemophone, a series of sound sculptures that explore 
how the poetics of making meaning is grounded in the look and sound of these 
sculptures/instruments. I have formulated each Poemophone’s tuning system for specific 
collaborators—musicians, writers, visual artists—so that each sculpture has an individual voice. 
Collaborators will travel to Portland in July 2011 to compose, record and perform together within a 
month long installation at WorkSound. 
 
Emma Colburn  Vanishing Heirlooms 
Community Participation Visual Arts $4,798 
This grant funds an artist residency between Emma Colburn, native Portland artist, and Saturday With 
the Arts (SWA), a multicultural arts program in the Boise neighborhood, to document, preserve, and 
present the cultural heritage that is vanishing from Portland’s inner city by providing intergenerational 
training for creative entrepreneurship using fiber and water media arts. 
 
Carlos Alexis Cruz  A Bug Obituary... 
Artistic Focus Theatre $6,000 
Based on the poems Puerto Rican Obituary and The Broken English Dream, I will create a brand new 
circus-theatre spectacle entitled: A Bug Obituary... This show, which is the second part of the 
Cockroach story, will tell the story of our beloved Cockroach hero prior to everything: when he 
immigrated. 
 
Fernanda D'Agostino  Pool 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $4,371 
"Pool" will be a small but highly technical video projection installation developed for the twentieth 
anniversary exhibition of the Bonnie Bronson Fellowship. I plan to project images of a woman floating 
and moving in a pool of water (dancer Linda K Johnson) onto water in a circular polished aluminum 
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pool surrounded by a vellum walled enclosure.  Projections will be passive until a viewer enters the 
space at which point things will begin to change in response. 
 
Dance Coalition of Oregon  Blue Sky Concerts 
Artistic Focus Dance/Movement $2,000 
The Blue Sky Concerts annually presents 25-30 independent choreographers and dance companies in a 
series of three distinct juried shows.   They represent the widest variety of dance forms presented 
anywhere at any time in the region.  Diversity is our trademark with dancers from Asian, European, 
American, and African cultures.  These concerts give independent choreographers and smaller dance 
companies the opportunity to perform in a professional setting staffed by professional technicians, 
something out of reach for most of our participants. 
 
David Douglas SD 40  Many Hands Make Great Musicians 
Arts-in-Schools Music $4,344 
Due to the high level of poverty in our district, students in the David Douglas school district often are 
unable to afford private instruction on their specific chosen instrument. The "Many Hands Make Great 
Musicians" project will use three professional coaches/mentors, Colleen Wheeler, violin, Dunya 
Jennings, clarinet, and Clark Bondy, saxophone who will work with student musicians to create solo 
and ensemble performances to strengthen the overall music level of their performance groups. 
 
defunkt theatre  Attempts On Her Life 
Artistic Focus Theatre $5,584 
defunkt theatre will produce Martin Crimp's play "Attempts on Her Life" at the Backdoor Theatre. 
"Attempts on Her Life" is not a linear story, but a series of scenes in which various unnamed, undefined 
characters describe a woman named "Annie" (sometimes Anna, or Anya) who never appears on stage.  
Crimp's play explores the essential inadequacy of any one, definitive interpretation of an individual or 
event. 
 
Lisa DeGrace  Six and a Half 
Artistic Focus Theatre $3,806 
Six and a Half will be performed at Conduit Jan. 20 – 23, 2011, as part of the Fertile Ground Festival. 
The performance piece is appx. 50 minutes long, and will be performed in tandem with M. Chavez’s 
We Two Boys (we will split the cost of space rental). Six and a Half explores the search for home. The 
show follows my clown Lily as she ventures into the world, and discovers loneliness even when 
surrounded by people. 
 
Suniti Dernovsek  Galactic 
Artistic Focus Dance/Movement $5,970 
The latest creative project by choreographer and dancer Suniti Dernovsek will draw its inspiration from 
the low-budget, science fiction movies of the 1950s.  Galactic will consider various phenomena that are 
not necessarily explained or acknowledged by mainstream science.  Six dancers will embody and build 
upon Dernovsek’s unique movement vocabulary, marked by a peculiar intricacy and subtle 
expressiveness, to explore images of space and the experience of weightlessness. 
 
Jeana Edelman  Alfred Edelman: The Collaboration 
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Artistic Focus Literature $4,500 
The intention of this project is to produce and publish a book using a cross-disciplinary approach to the 
creative process with original works by Oregon-based literary figures inspired by the archival material 
of Alfred Edelman–representing images of Oregon and the Pacific Northwest. Each writer will review 
prints and negatives from the studio archives of Alfred Edelman (1960-1985) and choose a selection – 
of never before published images to present alongside their writing in response to this visual imagery. 
 
Raquel Edwards  Rebirth, Renewal & Metamorphosis: Encaustic Photographs 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $4,500 
I propose to create eight to ten encaustic photographic works that will explore the themes of rebirth, 
renewal and metamorphosis through the visual language of plant forms and other natural elements. 
Works will range in size from 24" x 24" to 36" x 47". 
 
Tamara English  Reorientation x 5 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $2,930 
I will complete a series of five paintings. The central concern of these paintings is the daily schedule of 
prayer in Islam. Each 72" x 60" painting will reference a specific time of day according to this schedule. 
The schedule provides a framework for my exploration of how individuals continually reorient 
themselves to what has meaning to them. 
 
Estacada Area Arts Commission  Estacada Summer Celebration 2011 
Community Participation Festival $5,980 
The 2011 Estacada Summer Celebration will take place July 21 and 22 in beautiful downtown Estacada. 
The free art and music festival will begin with music from local performers/groups in downtown 
venues.  The second day's events include a juried art fair, hands-on art activities and workshops for 
children, performances by regional music and dance groups, a silent art auction, and a grower's 
market. 
 
Travis Ezell  The World of Missing Persons 
Artistic Focus Media Arts $5,092 
"THE WORLD OF MISSING PERSONS" is a short narrative film I am writing and will direct next year. It's a 
story of misinterpreted signals and desperately seeking a connection. One character mistakes a drilled 
hole in her bedroom wall as an invitation to spy on her amorous neighbors, and the other believes a 
blinking light in the distance is an open call for friendship being sent in morse code, but these fantasies 
become increasingly tenuous as our heroes build more and more on top them. 
 
Sarah Farahat  To the Land of Oz and Back Again 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $5,031 
This is a multi-disciplinary exhibit culled from my experiences and observations in the Middle East 
where I traveled extensively during '09 and '10.  This project will be based specifically on the conflict 
going on in Israel and occupied Palestine. 
 
Fear No Music  Composer Residency 
Artistic Focus Music $5,700 
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The proposed project is a residency with Fear No Music (FNM) by renowned composer Gabriel 
Prokofiev, grandson of Sergei Prokofiev.  As part of the residency, Prokofiev will join Fear No Music in a 
concert of his works at the Aladdin Theatre in March, 2011 and offer masterclasses while in residence.  
Prokofiev "wishes to get his love for classical music out of its confines and reach people the other side 
of the fence. 
 
Eugenie Frerichs  the subconscious is feeling optimistic 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $4,527 
The subconscious is feeling optimistic: 12 self-portraits photographed in a style that is part 
documentary, part fake. Think Leibovitz or Mary Ellen Mark, mashed with Cindy Sherman. The series 
revisits my journey through the medical system, from crippling surgery to odd twists in the weird world 
of physical rehab. 
 
Michelle Fujii  Choking 
Artistic Focus Multi-Discipline $4,550 
From August 19 - 28, 2011 at the Interstate Firehouse Cultural Center I will perform Choking (working 
title), a two-act performance that weaves taiko, dance and video.  I will be the sole performer 
incorporating taiko and Japanese folk dance.  Video will also weave as a dialog and reflection 
throughout Act 2. 
 
Subashini Ganesan  Neo-Maargam 
Artistic Focus Dance/Movement $4,421 
Neo-Maargam seeks to re-create the traditional Bharathanatyam "Maargam" (typical dance recital of 
this South Indian Classical Dance form. "Maargam" translates to "path"). Using the "path" laid out by 
"Maargam," this project explores the subtler and universal themes of a dance recital and how the 
originally prescribed emotional, visual, and auditory journey can still be achieved through a confluence 
of Bharathanatyam, Modern/Contemporary, and Japanese Folk dances. The focus will be on 
collaborating styles, while still respecting the integrity and highlighting the nuances of each of the 
dance forms. 
 
Catherine Garvin  Emma Lily 
Artistic Focus Theatre $4,425 
Emma Lily is a new musical written by Catherine Garvin and Arlie Conner. The story of a girl who is told 
on her 18th birthday she was adopted in an alleyway on Burnside and Third Avenue. Confused about 
her future, she is lured by a handsome elderly gentleman to suspend her college plans to sing at 
Parnell's nightclub where she discovers the mystery of her mother's death and the identity of her real 
father. 
 
Leanne Grabel  24 Bad Girls 
Artistic Focus Multi-Discipline $3,881 
24 BAD GIRLS will be a spokenword performance piece based upon my prose poems, 24 BAD GIRLS. 
The publication of the collection will be part of the project, and the chapbook will be sold during the 
run of the performance. These "bad girls" are my language arts students in a lock-down treatment 
center in Portland. 24 BAD GIRLS describes the hundreds of girls I've taught these past six years, 
revealing the ugly they've come from, as well as the glow they've managed to sustain even though. The 
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performance will feature my reading of the book, interwoven with student poetry, performed by a 
young spokenword artist, Jasmine Vandemarr. 
 
Grout Elementary  The Culture of Drama 
Arts-in-Schools Theatre $4,791 
The Culture of Drama Project will give students an opportunity to learn about classical folktales 
throughout the world with emphasis on the cultures represented at the school.  Students from grades 
two through five will attend a theatre residency where the classroom teacher will work in collaboration 
with the artist to develop scripts and work with students on their production. 
 
Hand2Mouth Theatre  Risk/Reward Festival of New Performance 
Artistic Focus Multi-Discipline $4,425 
Risk/Reward is a festival of contemporary performance, produced and curated by Hand2Mouth (H2M) 
to  showcase emerging and established NW artists leading the way in performing arts. Risk/Reward 
aims to expose Portland audiences to new forms of performance, build connections amongst the 
region's performing artists, and become a laboratory for the creation of cutting-edge performance. 
 
Jen Harrison  The Northwest Horn Orchestra 
Artistic Focus Music $3,969 
I am a French horn player who has played professionally in Portland´s classical music ensembles for the 
last 15 years. I have also played "the horn" in nearly 20 pop bands over the years. The diversity of my 
musical background inspired me to bring to life The Northwest Horn Orchestra (NWHO) in 2007. For 
the fourth consecutive year, our group will be assembling for a public performance in 2011. 
 
Sarah D. Holloway  Hero's Welcome: A Puppet Show for Military Familiesand Their Community 
Community Participation Multi-Discipline $3,230 
As part of my doctoral dissertation I created a puppet show titled "Hero's Welcome," exploring themes 
of acceptance and familial reintegration when a parent is wounded (physically, emotionally, 
psychologically) during military deployment. The production features two styles of puppets which 
reflect the multicultural folktales presented: Korean rod-style puppets for "The Tiger's Whisker" and 
Scandinavian glove-style puppets for "The Hand of Tyr." 
 
Homowo African Arts & Cultures  Cultural Connections 
Arts-in-Schools Music $5,396 
Homowo African Arts and Cultures is currently seeking funding to offer "Cultural Connections" in three 
schools in north Portland. The program will consist of ongoing classes in African drumming and dance 
in three locations with a final performance for parents and friends. We plan to reach over 150 students 
with in-depth teaching and the entire school populations through performances. 
 
In Mulieribus  In Mulieribus-Amongst Women 
Artistic Focus Music $5,645 
Project "In Mulieribus-Amongst Women" involves 2 components that together will showcase music 
composed by women while exploring the impact of gender on women composers both past and 
present. The 7 female vocalists of ensemble In Mulieribus accompanied by 3 instrumentalists will 
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perform a concert featuring vocal music by women, and in most cases for women, on Saturday, 
October 11, 2011 at St Mary's Cathedral in Portland, OR. 
 
India Cultural Association  India Festival 2011 
Community Participation Festival $5,286 
The India Cultural Association (ICA) will be presenting its 16th annual India Festival, Sunday August 21, 
2011 from 11 am to 9 pm at Portland Pioneer Courthouse Square. This event engages the Portland 
public in the celebration of our India heritage and provides a means for them to experience India in a 
deeper way. 
 
Kazuyo Ito  Isshoni: Cross Cultural Project 2011 
Arts-in-Schools Music $5,782 
The current economic situation has resulted in large school budget cuts, primarily from the arts. This 
project will help mitigate some of this loss in 3 diverse and high poverty schools in outer SE Portland.  
Although the students are ethnically diverse, Japanese culture and tradition are virtually unknown. This 
project will offer the opportunity to learn Taiko, part of traditional Japanese culture that helps instill a 
sense of community,responsibility, and respect in people. 
 
Japanese Garden Society of OR MOTTANAI: The Fabric of Life: Lessons in Frugality 
  from Traditional Japan 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $5,100 
From the collections of Kei Kawasaki (www.gallerykei.jp) of Kyoto and Stephen Szczepanak 
(www.srithreads.com) of NY, this exhibition of antique folk textiles will be on display at the Portland 
Japanese Garden from October 19 through November 20, 2011. The exhibition showcases the 
remarkable ability of the Japanese to make do with the little they had and to make art from it. For 
much of its long history, Japan was a poor country; people recycled everything. Nothing was wasted, 
and even today, the word "mottainai" (what a waste!) is an exclamation used by frugal parents to warn 
their children not to waste things. 
 
Jewish Theatre Collaborative  Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Well Being 
Community Participation Theatre $2,494 
"Life Liberty & the Pursuit of Well Being" are Performance/Town Halls that celebrate Public Health 
founder Lillian Wald and open conversations between policy makers, philanthropists, public health 
providers and the community. 
 
Graham Klag  Invasion of Place 
Community Participation Visual Arts $4,500 
Invasion of Place will be a project to educate the community about non-native invasive plants plaguing 
Portland. The project will be located at multiple sites and focus on removal of five major non-native 
invasive species: English Ivy (Hedera helix), Garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata), Himalayan Blackberry 
(Rubus discolor ), Scotch Broom (Cytisus scoparius), and Morning Glory (Calystegia sepium). 
 
Wendy Kohn  "Doorways to Dignity" documentary 
Artistic Focus Media Arts $5,995 
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This project is the culmination of a ten-year labor of love documenting the story of Portland’s very own 
Dignity Village, the only city-sanctioned homeless community of its kind in the country. Funding this 
project will allow me to complete and screen this feature-length documentary, “DOORWAYS TO 
DIGNITY. 
 
Lewis & Clark College Hoffman Gallery  The Bonnie Bronson Fellows: 20 Years 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $5,700 
Bonnie Bronson (1940-1990) was an important sculptor and member of the arts community of the 
PNW. In celebration of her life and career, the Bonnie Bronson Fellowship Foundation (BBFF) was 
established to recognize other significant artists in mid-career. The Bonnie Bronson Fellowship is 
conferred upon one artist per year. In 2011 the BBFF will celebrate its 20th anniversary. The Hoffman 
Gallery will present an exhibition of current work by all 20 artists (September 8-December 11, 2011) 
and publish a major 60-page, fully-illustrated catalog. 
 
Fuchsia Lin  Fantasy, Folklore and the Freshwater Crisis 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $4,775 
In Asian mythology, dragons were believed to be rulers and benevolent spirits of moving bodies of 
water.  My project, Fantasy, Folklore and the Freshwater Crisis, reintroduces the respect and honor 
people once held for water, the realm of the dragon, and relates to the modern day need for renewed 
care of our water source to solve the current freshwater crisis.  Starting in  Jan. 2011, I will create 5 
different sculptural and elaborate costumes of water dragons, complete with masks sculpted by artist 
Philip Cooper. 
 
Ivy Lin  In the Grid of Rose Gardens: Chinese in Ladd's Addition 
Artistic Focus Media Arts $3,919 
In the Grid of Rose Gardens: Chinese in Ladd's Addition is a documentary film project that tells the 
stories of discrimination, the overlooked history of Chinese families who are no longer there, and the 
living history of Chinese families who remain in the neighborhood.  The narratives are related through 
a meeting between a young Asian American woman, Davina Leong, and a Chinese elder, Gloria Wong. 
 
Brian Lindstrom  Blanchet House Participatory Video Project 
Community Participation Media Arts $5,691 
There are many people in Old Town who otherwise might not eat if not for the 3 meals a day provided 
by Blanchet House at NW 4th & Glisan. The Blanchet House Participatory Video Project will empower 
people suffering from homelessness,drug addiction and/or  mental illness to share their stories by 
making a short film about their life experiences. I will teach a self-selecting group of 8 to 12 
participants from the Blanchet House Community basic filmmaking. 
 
Brian Lindstrom  Writing My Way Thru 
Artistic Focus Media Arts $5,697 
My feature length documentary "Writing My Way Thru" follows three teens in Playwrite, Inc, a 
program pairing at risk youth with theater pros who coach them in writing and directing an original 
play.  The filming will take place at Mt. Scott Learning Center in 2011. 
 
Jim Lommasson  Iraqi Refugees in Portland 
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Artistic Focus Visual Arts $5,400 
I will Photograph and interview Iraqi Refugees who have moved to Oregon (mostly in and around 
Portland) since 1990. I will create an exhibit that will include photographs and text from interviews that 
I will conduct with the subjects, using  the working methodology I've found effective for previous 
projects that have included photography and oral histories.  I feel that there is another side of the story 
that is relevant to this project, those who have left their homeland and are now resettling around the 
world. 
 
Margaret Malone  I'm Your Man 
Artistic Focus Literature $1,083 
In December 2010, I will complete the manuscript for my collection of short stories, I'm Your Man. Ten 
stories about ordinary people and the awkward ways we love each other, the clumsy small gestures of 
everyday life, the unspoken daily offenses and forgivenesses that make the world go around. My intent 
is to bare a tiny piece of that reality from the point of view of my narrators. 
  
Casey McFeron  reasons to be pretty 
Artistic Focus Theatre $5,400 
“reasons to be pretty”, the third play in a trilogy by Neil LaBute, will be produced at CoHo theatre May 
13 through June 18, 2011. The fully professional production, a Portland premier, is being co-produced 
by Casey McFeron (under the name of Lucky Apple Productions) and CoHo. It will be directed by 
Gretchen Corbett with actors Casey McFeron, John San Nicolas, Kelly Tallent and Nikki Weaver. 
  
Seann McKeel  You Are The Chosen One 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $4,693 
The project,"You Are The Chosen One," is a community knit mural. Completed, it will be a single 10’x 
10’ piece that reads “You are the chosen one.” The mural will be displayed downtown Portland--
suspended over a frame and hung outdoors (the side of Embers' building) for the month of October, 
2011. The mural will be vibrantly multi-colored and multi-textured, involving over 108 knitters and it 
will be visible to a variety of folks. 
 
MetroArts, Inc.  2011 Young Artists Debut! Concerto Concert 
Artistic Focus Music $4,388 
MetroArts seeks support for our 2011 Young Artists Debut! Concerto Concert, which will take place on 
April 12, 2011 in the Newmark Theatre of the Portland Center for the Performing Arts. The concert will 
feature 8 to 10 young artists selected through a competitive audition process from a pool of over 60 
applicants. The young musicians (age 10-18) who are selected will receive three months of intensive 
coaching prior to the concert. Each will give a solo performance, accompanied by a professional 
orchestra made up the region’s top musicians, for an audience of close to 900 people. 
 
Metropolitan Learning Center  Portland Skyline 
Arts-in-Schools Visual Arts $750 
For the past 2 years, MLC 3rd graders have worked with local artist Mark Brody to create a glass mosaic 
mural of downtown Portland.  Two of three intended panels adorn the halls of MLC, a constant 
reminder of the creative sprit of their school and connection to their community. The third panel, to be 
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completed by May 2011 ties closely to our annual third grade study of Portland: from history and 
geography to buildings and bridges. 
  
Renee Mitchell  Natural And Proud People Inspiration (N.A.P.P.I.) Project 
Community Participation Multi-Discipline $4,500 
I want to use the metaphor of the hair – which every black person has an experience with - to open the 
door to a wider dialogue about racism, self-esteem, gender issues, economics, social status, education 
and employment. This project will include at least 4 small-group discussions in a barber shop, Jefferson 
High, a community gathering space, and a private home, where participants are paid $10 to have 
dialogues that make a critical connection between personal and social issues. 
 
Laura Moulton  Street Books 
Artistic Focus Experiential/Installation $4,963 
Street Books is a bicycle-powered mobile library recreating an old-school library bookmobile model 
with paperback books checked out to patrons who are homeless. Every Wednesday and Saturday from 
mid-May to September, the Street Books Library will be open for business at Skidmore Fountain and 
then at the Park Blocks. Patrons will check out or return books during this time, and those who are 
willing will have their photos taken with their books and tell their own stories from the road. 
  
Mountain Writers Series  Mountain Writers Series 
Artistic Focus Literature $5,100 
PROJECT: (1)to support 16 MWS readings at The Press Club, featuring regional authors, by paying travel 
for out-of-area writers, now increasingly part of our series;(2) to add 4 readings in larger venues, some 
offered cooperatively with other presenters, followed by writing workshops, featuring acclaimed 
writers from beyond the NW.  
 
Museum of Contemporary Craft  Laurie Herrick: Weaving Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $6,000 
Laurie Herrick: Weaving Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow (March 17 – July 30, 2011) is an interactive, 
community-oriented exhibition of the work of this influential Portland-based weaving instructor. The 
exhibition will feature selected examples of her best-known styles. In addition to its viewing at MoCC 
(3,000 square foot space), the exhibition will tour regionally. Public programs include:* Five 
nationally/internationally prominent weavers will visit for 2-week long residencies, taking Herrick’s 
designs as inspiration to build new pieces. 
  
Leah Nash  Catching the Snowflake: A Photo Story of Asperger's Syndrome 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $6,000 
I propose an intimate body of documentary photography, which will serve to inform and enlighten the 
public about the spectrum of Asperger’s Syndrome. Many with Asperger’s, often called high-
functioning autism, can be quite gifted, but are also socially isolated, unable to make friends. 
Frequently misunderstood, those affected live in a world of missed social cues and difficult 
exchanges.Over a year I plan to photograph 5 people with Asperger’s who span a variety of ages, 
gender and life situations. The photos will be accompanied by first-person narratives. 
 
Native American Youth and Family Center  NAYA Drum-making Workshop 
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Community Participation Multi-Discipline $4,800 
The NAYA Family Center will hold a series of weekly drum-making workshops for young adults ages 16 
to 25 from January 2011 to March 2011.  Students will create hand drums, learn traditions associated 
with drumming, and rehearse both traditional and contemporary songs with visiting artists.  The final 
workshop will provide the opportunity for students to play with a widely respected drum group, a 
great honor in the Native community. 
 
Seth Nehil  Children's Games (After Bruegel) 
Artistic Focus Multi-Discipline $5,052 
Children’s Games (After Bruegel) will be a 50-min. multimedia performance, presented on two 
consecutive weekends in October for a ticketed audience. Organized by rhythm and intensity rather 
than narrative and character, Children's Games will expand and contract, drifting from solo voices to 
full choir, from a simple video to a dense interplay of cinema, sound effects and evocative electronic 
songs.  Merging media and expanding the definition of music, this performance will celebrate the 
associative, fragmentary and irrational aspects of imaginative play. 
 
Northwest Film Center  Native Voices 
Arts-in-Schools Media Arts $4,500 
Jointly developed by NW Film Center (NWFC) & Native American Youth & Family Center's Early College 
Academy (NAYA), NATIVE VOICES (NV) seeks to help Native youth connect & engage viewers with 
personal narratives. Through NV, 25 students will meet 3 times/wk for 12 wks to make 3-5 videos with 
subject matter that strongly resonates with themselves, their peers and broader audiences. Subjects 
include multi-ethnic identity, self-esteem and relationship to one’s culture. 
  
Opera Theater Oregon  Out of Eden 
Artistic Focus Multi-Discipline $4,986 
OTO seeks support for our production of 'Out of Eden,' an original adaptation of Jules Massenet's 
'Werther' (1893) by Artistic Director Katie Taylor and Musical Director Erica Melton. The production 
mixes live performance with archival news footage, projections, painted backdrops and original video 
of the cast to create a living 1950s Hollywood melodrama. 
  
Oregon College of Art & Craft  A. Susana Santos Journeys in Creativity Program for 
  Native American Youth and Families 
Community Participation Visual Arts $4,500 
The backbone of OCAC's two week Journeys program creates an environment where young artists 
learn contemporary craft from Native American artists steeped in tradition. At the conclusion of the 
program, student's work will travels to museums, including the Squaxzin Island Museum, the 
Crowshadow Institute, the Oregon Historical Society, and the National Museum of the American Indian 
in Washington, DC. 
 
Oregon Crusaders  Jefferson High School Winter Drumline 
Arts-in-Schools Music $4,800 
The Oregon Crusaders Drum and Bugle Corps is Oregon's Major League Team in Marching Music.  As 
part of our effort to support the Portland Community with world class arts instruction and a 
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competitive arts experience for our area youth, we propose to create and operate a Jefferson High 
School 2011 winter marching drumline program.  Led by renowned percussionist Mike Stevens. 
 
Oregon Cultural Access (ORCA)  Inclusive Arts Vibe 
Community Participation Dance/Movement $2,157 
The Disability Art and Culture Project's (DACP's) youth program is Inclusive Arts Vibe (IAV), an ongoing 
program for dancers with and without disabilities. It is led by Kathy Coleman, MSW, a dancer with a 
disability who works with all youth who want to dance, using strategies that value movement and 
choreography interpreted through all bodies and all minds. 
 
Orlo  The Bear Deluxe Magazine  "Identity" Issue 
Artistic Focus Literature $4,425 
In fall 2010, Orlo intends to publish a special issue of The Bear Deluxe Magazine, the region’s premier 
publication featuring place-based writing and visual art. The special issue will address the theme of 
“identity.” The 52-56 page magazine will then be circulated free of charge to 22,000 readers 
throughout the greater Portland region, an additional 11,000 throughout the Pacific Northwest and 
11,000 readers nationally. 
  
Pacific Northwest College of Art  Radiation Burn by Critical Art Ensemble 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $4,500 
Radiation Burn, by Critical Art Ensemble, is a satirical reflection on warfare and national security. This 
project will create an artistic space for discourse about the science behind many of the myths 
concerning terrorists’ use of weapons of mass destruction. The exhibition will be on view at PNCA’s 
Feldman Gallery Oct. 2011 – Dec. 2011. Working from archival photography/video of the public 
explosion of a simulated “dirty bomb,” CAE will create a garden space based on the mapping of the 
explosive site, providing facts about the actual viability of a dirty bomb. 
  
Brian Padian  The Big Black Dark 
Artistic Focus Media Arts $1,260 
I will soon begin production on a short narrative film noir titled The Big Black Dark. The film explores 
the gulf between who we present to the world and who we are, as well as how love and death 
implicate and complicate our assumed identity. 
  
Painted Sky Inc  In The Blood 
Community Participation Folk Arts $4,328 
Painted Sky, Northstar's Annual Showcase will take place in Spring 2011 at the Newmark Performing 
Arts Center.  It will  feature Grammy Award Winner and International Performer Robert Mirabal from 
Taos, New Mexico.  Painted Sky will perform to Mirabal's songs and those of other national Native 
American performers. 
 
PassinArt: A Theatre Company  Bourbon at the Border 
Artistic Focus Theatre $5,285 
Bourbon at the Border by Pearl Cleage takes a look at the lives of two ordinary people who gave 
everything they had to the African-American freedom struggle but have now largely been forgotten. 
This powerful and moving production will deal with the emotional and psychological impact on the 
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lives of those who experienced segregation and violence in Mississippi that left civil rights workers 
dead and many wounded. 
  
PDX Bridge Festival  MORSound Community Concert 
Community Participation Festival $4,473 
PDX Bridge Festival presents a comprehensive, citywide festival that incorporates multiple artistic 
disciplines, cultural activities, and interactive components for community participation. The pinnacle of 
the 2011 festival “Building Bridges” is the MORSound (Music On the River) Community Concert. 
  
PDX Pop Now!  PDX Pop Now! 2011 Festival of Portland Music 
Artistic Focus Music $4,919 
The PDX Pop Now! Festival is an annual three-day celebration of Portland music presenting 
performances of original, contemporary works by 48 outstanding musical acts from the area's vibrant 
and diverse local music community. By holding the festival in a central Portland location easily 
accessed by bike and public transportation, opening it to people of all-ages, ensuring a welcoming 
environment and charging no admission, PDX Pop Now! removes many of the geographic, 
demographic, and financial barriers that often prevent people from attending local concerts. 
   
Kajanne Pepper  Gender/Body/Glamour 
Artistic Focus Dance/Movement $2,750 
Gender/Body/Glamour (GBG) is a staged pageant installation exploring queer identity, gender fluidity, 
and sound collage. GBG will take place Nov 10-13th at Performance Works Northwest. I will bring 
together multi-instrumentalist Ben Landsverk and classical singer Stephen Marc Beaudoin to develop a 
collaborative new musical score. I will choreograph and direct a compelling movement-based multi-
disciplinary dance work with 2 other principal dancers and 3 corps dancers (TBA). We will perform a 
hysterical nude glamour pageant, march fully costumed in public, and deconstruct drag while 
redefining gender performance. 
  
Leif Peterson  eden 
Artistic Focus Media Arts $4,800 
The proposed project grant is to fund the production and screening of a short narrative film.  The film 
is to be a hybrid of Mayan creation mythology from the Popol Vuh and the Genesis creation myth of 
the Bible.  The film will be an exploration of the origins of life through a comparative study of myths in 
the structure of a genre film. 
 
PHAME Academy of Fine Arts  PHAME presents "Grease" 
Community Participation Theatre $4,276 
PHAME Academy is seeking RACC support for our 2011 fully staged musical production, the iconic 
1950’s style rock musical “Grease,” featuring a cast comprised of more than 50 adults with 
developmental and/or physical disabilities. PHAME will produce three performances of “Grease” on 
June 17, 18 and 19, 2011, at Portland Community College, Sylvania. 
  
Portland Actors Conservatory  Second Production in Season of Plays 
Artistic Focus Theatre $3,918 
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The project is the second production in our Season of Plays. PAC’s Season is consistently acclaimed for 
artistic quality. Grant funds will be used for designers essential to that quality. PAC’s first classical 
production, Shakespeare’s The Comedy of Errors, will be directed by award-winning actor/director, 
Philip Cuomo. 
 
Portland Jewish Academy  A Journey Through Generations 
Arts-in-Schools Multi-Discipline $2,250 
"A Journey Through Generations" is a unique, multi-disciplinary unit of study that uses stories and 
artifacts as a vehicle for PJA's and Maimonides Jewish Day School's 5th grade class to learn about their 
family history and cultural identity. Instruction with artist Lisa Kagan will take place at PJA over 10 
weeks (Feb - April). An exhibit and presentation will take place at Oregon Jewish Museum in April. PJA's 
5th grade teacher will collaborate with Kagan to incorporate the learning experience into the 
curriculum, deepening the experience. 
  
Portland Oregon Women’s Film Festival   The 2011 POW Fest 
Artistic Focus Media Arts $4,500 
The Portland Oregon Women’s Film Festival (POW Fest) places a spotlight on women filmmakers by 
showcasing their work and strengthening the community of women in film. We empower women to 
find their voice & to share their stories through innovative & quality filmmaking. We feature the work 
of today’s top women directors, honoring the true pioneers while providing support & recognition for 
the next generation of leading women filmmakers. 
  
Portland Playhouse  MA RAINEY'S BLACK BOTTOM by August Wilson 
Artistic Focus Theatre $5,680 
We are seeking funding for a fully staged, professional production of *Ma Rainey's Black Bottom* by 
African American playwright August Wilson. The play is part of Wilson’s 10-play “Century Cycle,” which 
chronicles the lives of African Americans through the twentieth century. 
   
Portland Playhouse  Fall Festival of Shakespeare 
Arts-in-Schools Theatre $5,292 
Portland Playhouse seeks funding for the Third Annual Festival of Shakespeare to take place in Fall 
2011.  The Festival is a  collaboration between Portland Playhouse and 7 high schools.  In this Festival, 
directors from Portland Playhouse and English/Drama high school teachers rehearse with students at 
their respective schools on 90-minute cuts of 7 Shakespeare plays over 8 weeks. The outcome of these 
rehearsals is a production of each play, to be performed as a weekend series at the Winningstad 
Theatre. 
   
Portland Queer Documentary Film Festival  2011 Portland Queer Doc Film Festival 
Artistic Focus Media Arts $5,800 
QDoc is the only festival in the U.S. devoted exclusively to Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender (LGBT) 
documentaries.  Documentaries offer a unique vehicle to creatively engage core issues of queer 
identity - politics, history, culture, diversity, sexuality, family, aging and coming-out issues.  
Documentary as a form of expression is as creative and energetic as it has ever been, and QDoc brings 
the highest caliber of films - and their makers - to share with Portland audiences. 
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Portland Theatre Brigade  Portland Theatre Brigade Tour 
Arts-in-Schools Theatre $3,803 
Portland Theatre Brigade is a professional company of actors age 7 to 15 from across the greater 
Portland region. The young actors, selected through an audition process in the fall, receive professional 
theatre training throughout the year, culminating in the Portland Theatre Brigade tour and public 
performances. Theatre Brigade empowers the voices and leadership of young people through the art 
of theatre and storytelling. The project we are requesting grant funds toward is our annual Portland 
Theatre Brigade Tour.  
 
Portland Theatre Works  Hunt Holman LabWorks 
Artistic Focus Theatre $2,745 
Portland Theatre Works will produce an intense developmental workshop of a new play by Hunt 
Holman. The play, as yet untitled, explores relationships in an off-kilter, absurd way. The absurdity 
both entertains and enlightens. 
 
Portland Vocal Consort  Best of the Northwest 
Artistic Focus Music $3,360 
Portland Vocal Consort, a professional choral ensemble conducted by Ryan Heller, will present the 
second annual "Best of the Northwest" concert celebrating contemporary choral music from the Pacific 
Northwest.  The featured works will include pieces by members of Cascadia Composers, as well as local 
composers Craig Kingsbury, Robert Kyr, and Tim Stephens. Along with the concert will be the second 
annual Young Composers Contest for composers under the age of 30. 
   
RASIKA - India Arts and Culture Council  Ganesh & Kumaresh Indian Violin 
Artistic Focus Music $4,950 
Rasika will present the renowned violinist brothers: Ganesh & Kumaresh with accompanying 
percussionists from India --Patri Satishkumar on Mridangam & Thanjavur Govindarajan on Tavil. The 
public performance will be held at Winningstad Theater, PCPA in Portland on April 16th 2011. This will 
be preceded on April 14th with a free lecture-demonstration at Beaverton City Library, partnering with 
both Library & Beaverton Arts Commission. April 11-14th, we are also conducting a music workshop by 
the artists at RASIKA's music school at Hillsboro, OR. 
  
Reed College  LLOYD REYNOLDS: A Life of Forms in Art 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $4,800 
From March 29 - June 5, 2011, the Douglas F. Cooley Memorial Art Gallery will present LLOYD 
REYNOLDS: A Life of Forms in Art, the first comprehensive exhibition of the work of renowned Oregon 
calligrapher, visual artist, Reed College professor, and humanist Lloyd Reynolds (1902-1978). The 
exhibition includes the finest examples of Reynolds’ calligraphy, in addition to etchings, wood block 
prints, drawings, and handmade studio implements. The exhibition also features rare films and 
photographs of Reynolds at work. 
  
Vanessa Renwick  Portrait #4: Jellyfish 
Artistic Focus Media Arts $4,238 
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This film will be part of my Portrait Series, an ongoing series of filmed places, stories and histories of 
Cascadia with scores by musicians living in the Pacific Northwest. This 7-9 minute film will show the 
ethereal beauty of the jellyfish in the giant tank at the Oregon Coast Aquarium in Newport. 
  
Jesus Lolo Rivas  Banda Mariachi 
Community Participation Music $3,900 
University of Portland students are interested in developing their musical talent for the benefit of the 
N. Portland Community. These students will dedicate their free time to participate in forming a 
Mariachi music band (Banda Mariachi). With my instruction, these students will develop musical skill to 
then perform Mariachi music, possibly accompanied by folk dance, with the purpose of fostering 
cultural expression through music. 
  
Dmae Roberts  Pushing Boundaries 
Artistic Focus Media Arts $5,400 
“Pushing Boundaries” by Dmae Roberts is a series of 7 creative in-depth documentaries about Oregon 
artists or arts groups pushing their own artistic and personal boundaries to create their art. These 7 
half-hour documentary programs interweave months of field-recorded interviews with performances, 
ambient recordings and original music. 
  
Patrick Rock  'Pink Elephant' 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $6,000 
'Pink Elephant' is an inflatable 10’ x 10’ x 24’ jump-room. Similar to inflatable bouncy castles one might 
see at a child's party. My 'Pink Elephant' is of a scale often reserved for monumental sculpture in the 
public and private arena. Sculptural works, which are by necessity, of a hands-off nature. In contrast 
the humorous slapstick quality of my ‘Pink Elephant’ acts as an inviting site for viewer participation and 
social engagement through play. 
  
Lada Sarycheva  "Russian Fairy Tale Style of New Year 2012" 
Community Participation Theatre $5,100 
The name of the project is “Russian Fairy Tale Style of New Year 2012 Celebration”.  In Russian culture 
New Year celebration is the biggest and finest holiday of the year.  We will bring to the community a 
sense of this special atmosphere with traditional music, songs, dances, and colorful costumes that 
shows cultural specifics and uniqueness.  In our project we will create a delightful play based on 
Russian folk and fairy tales in a beautiful theatre of Portland. 
   
Joseph C. Schlechter  36 Rivers/36 Counties 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $2,868 
This grant application is to complete the fieldwork and proof process for 36 Rivers/36 Counties. The 
project maps chance interactions of geologic modification. The project will yield 360 etchings in total, 
36 of which will be included in the final portfolio of an experimental cartographic survey of Oregon 
waterways. One site on a river in each of the 36 counties of Oregon was identified to create ten 
etchings. 
  
Lisa Ann Schonberg  The Secret Drum Band 
Artistic Focus Music $5,100 
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I am applying for funding for the composition, rehearsal, and performance of a multi-movement piece 
for a percussion ensemble. It will be 20-30 minutes long. I will compose the music between January 
and May 2011 and hold rehearsals with the entire ensemble from June through August 2011. We will 
perform at Holocene and Backspace in September 2011. 
  
Ken Selden  Ken Selden Ensemble Project 
Artistic Focus Music $4,481 
I have received a $12,500 grant from PSU to make a professional recording of Mahler’s Fourth 
Symphony and Debussy’s Afternoon of a Faun, in rarely heard chamber orchestra arrangements 
created for Arnold Schoenberg’s Society for Private Musical Performance. As conductor and organizer 
of this recording project, I am submitting this RACC proposal, in the interest of adding a public 
performance component. 
  
Staged! Portland’s Musical Theatre Series  All-Star Youth Production of "BIG RIVER" 
Artistic Focus Theatre $4,907 
Staged! will present the musical "BIG RIVER" April 4-24, 2011, at the World Trade Center Theater, 
featuring students from across the metro area (our "All-Stars").  Continuing the work that was begun 
with a small group of students in July 2009, "BIG RIVER" will be a collaboration between arts educators, 
directors, dance professionals, and dramaturges. 
   
Stages of Life  Charles Brown's Mid-Life Christmas 
Artistic Focus Theatre $4,800 
We are requesting funds to produce an original musical comedy called “Charles Brown’s Mid-Life 
Christmas”, featuring men and women from 45-65 as the cast/band, to be performed at Portland 
Metro Performing Arts from November 26th to December 18th, 20111.  The characters in this show 
are inspired by the archetypes from the classic “Peanuts” comic strips by Charles Schulz. 
 
Starlight Symphony  The Music of Dent Mowrey 
Artistic Focus Music $1,520 
The project consists of two preservation concerts dedicated to the music of Dent Mowrey. Mowrey 
was one of Oregon's most influential musicians and composers from 1915 to 1960. His music was 
premiered in 1927 in the first national radio broadcast of the Portland Symphony. A review of the 
event was featured in Time Magazine. After Mowrey's death in 1960, his works were donated to 
Multnomah County Library, where they remained untouched until 2010. 
  
David Stein  Poisonous Plants of the Northwest 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $4,525 
Poisonous Plants of the Northwest will consist of a series of 20 30” x 40” oil paintings on canvas. Each 
piece will focus on a different poisonous plant from the Northwest region rendered in life like accuracy. 
Within each painting a narrative will depict the consequences of encountering one such plant. The 
paintings will portray the various individual reactions of being poisoned such as a swollen tongue, 
blistering, rashes, vomiting, convulsions, blurred vision, paralysis, hallucinations, etc. 
  
Lynn Takata  Mosaic Columns 
Community Participation Multi-Discipline $4,165 
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"Mosaic Columns" will involve approximately 200 children and seniors in 100 art and writing 
workshops at Friendly House, a social service agency, Loaves & Fishes and the NW Library, all in NW 
PDX. Mosaic art and poetry from the workshops will be installed on four exterior concrete columns at 
the entrance of Friendly House on NW 26th St. 
  
The Circus Project  Circus Project Training Company Community Showcase 
Community Participation Dance/Movement $5,002 
The Circus Project is seeking funding for our Training Company Community Showcase; the culmination 
of the Circus Project’s yearlong performance workshop in circus and theatre arts for homeless and at-
risk youth. The showcase will feature performances by members of the 2011 Training Company, an 
intensive arts training program designed specifically for socially, physically, mentally, or economically 
disadvantaged youth, that integrates a wide range of circus and theatrical skills with a therapeutic 
approach. 
  
Theatre Vertigo  99 Ways to Fuck a Swan 
Artistic Focus Theatre $3,003 
99 Ways to Fuck a Swan is a world premiere production of a play written by Kim Rosenstock at the Yale 
School of Drama. It was developed at the Portland Center Stage JAW Festival in 2009. It will run Jan 14 
- Feb 12 at Theater Theatre on SE Belmont as part of the Fertile Ground Festival, a city-wide event for 
world premieres. 
  
Triangle Productions!  [title of show] 
Artistic Focus Theatre $5,475 
A star studded cast has been assembled to bring the Northwest Premiere of the award winning 
musical: [title of show] to Portland in May 2011 at the Artists Rep 164 seat Morrison Stage. The musical 
is about two young men who are composing a show they call "[title of show]" for a festival of new 
musicals. 
  
Robert Tyree  After-Hour-Power 
Artistic Focus Multi-Discipline $2,824 
Three nightclub-like events give Portlanders the opportunity to affirm their social bond by dancing 
together until dawn (10PM-8AM). At each event, I dance in a fashion I've developed over the past five 
years and termed 'intensive dance'. Intensive dance drains language of the power we invest in it to 
uphold our consistent and publicly-operative identities. 
  
Holcombe Waller  Surfacing 
Artistic Focus Multi-Discipline $5,700 
"Surfacing" is an original sung narrative being written and arranged by Holcombe Waller, which 
formally owes more to traditions of sung epic storytelling (Hildegard's liturgical dramas, or Indian 
Vadakkan Pattukal, for example) than to opera or musical theater. The work will be theatrically 
performed by an ensemble cast of musicians, singers & performers. Film imagery developed by 
Holcombe will interact with live theatrical performance. 
  
Reed Wallsmith  Exploring Collaborative Composition with Blue Cranes 
Artistic Focus Music $5,700 
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“Exploring Collaborative Composition” is a three part project comprised of a week long intensive 
session focused on composing in a group setting, a recording of the resulting music, and two 
performances to share the fruit of the group’s collaborative work with the larger public. The group will 
be comprised of the individual members of Blue Cranes- Rebecca Sanborn, Ji Tanzer, Keith Brush, Joe 
Cunningham, and myself, Reed Wallsmith. 
  
Water in the Desert  Local Culture: Dance & Agriculture Project 
Artistic Focus Multi-Discipline $5,100 
Local Culture is a contemporary performance and documentary film project that brings dance and 
theater back to the land (or in this case, the farm).  Working in ensemble, 5-8 Portland artists will 
spend one year together developing a theatrical performance for the stage based on explorations of 
local farms, food economies and projects in sustainability. 
   
Michael Wegner Aiello  Love Your Fate, the print series 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $4,301 
My body of work considers humanity's relationships to divine archetypes. For this grant project, I 
propose to create a series of large scale intaglio prints which explore our relationship to Fortuna. As 
the personification of Fate, she represents human experience of the divine and is symbolized by the 
ocean, weather, and as the art medium itself. Virtus, or ones' strength of character, represents our 
human response, and is symbolized by ships and people. 
  
Michael Wehrli  Share Your Story - A Play Creation Summer Camp 
Arts-in-Schools Multi-Discipline $4,500 
Share Your Story is a summer camp theatre & writing program in which fifteen students from Grout 
Elementary School (age range: grades 3-6) will be guided by nurturing professionals Michael Wehrli & 
Rosalind Fell to write a play based on a theme or issue that is of importance to the students. From 
there, they will create their characters, edit the text, offer suggestions on staging, rehearse and 
perform their own original play. 
  
Lisa Rochelle Wells  "The Opening Map" 
Artistic Focus Literature $5,859 
"The Opening Map" series will profile three endangered rural towns in Oregon, focusing on economic 
depression and rising energy deficits that render rural life increasingly more difficult to sustain. The 
series will include interviews with local residents, journalistic essays by author Lisa Wells, and portraits 
of residents by photographer Bobby Abrahamson. Research and photo shoots will be conducted over 
several weekends in April, May and June, 2011. 
  
Wisdom of the Elders  Discovering Our Story 
Community Participation Folk Arts $6,000 
WISDOM is developing the Discovering Our Story Project along with a parallel TV production.  The 
project will provide  a series of traditional cultural arts and multimedia training and activities for, and 
with two Native youth leadership teams that will meet twice a month for eight months with Native 
elders, storytellers and cultural leaders. Their artistic works will then be shared with the greater 
Portland community 
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Eugenia Woods  Famished 
Artistic Focus Theatre $4,736 
FAMISHED is an interactive theatrical documentary on our relationships with food and the convoluted 
ways we seek to satisfy our essential hungers.  The work integrates a live theatrical component with 
recorded video interviews, interactive performance, and audience participation. 
  
Woodstock Elementary  School Artist in Residency Program 
Arts-in-Schools Visual Arts $2,850 
The Woodstock Elementary PTA requests a $3,000 grant to fund an Artist in Residency Program with 
visual artist Margaret Snow from February 1, 2011 to June 1, 2011. Ms. Snow will teach the basics of 
visual arts vocabulary and skills to Woodstock students. Kindergartners will get four 30-minute sessions 
with the teacher; first- through fifth-graders will get four 50-minute sessions. 
  
World Arts Foundation  "Keep Alive the Dream" Tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Community Participation Festival $5,100 
"Keep Alive the Dream," the signature, annual tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., has proven its 
importance to the greater Oregon community, boasting a twenty-five year track record of culturally 
rich, diverse, quality stage presentation of arts, culture, and education.  The work is rooted in a need to 
showcase professional arts and cultural and educational programs which challenge perceptions of 
"others." 
   
World Stage Theatre  Who I Am; Celebrating Me 
Community Participation Multi-Discipline $4,275 
Since 2007 World Stage Theatre has produced a show that honors the life and legacy of African-
American history.  February 25-27, 2011 World Stage Theatre will produce their 5th Annual Who I Am; 
Celebrating Me production with Jefferson High School's Black Student Union in the JHS auditorium.   In 
celebrating Black History, this show also celebrates Jefferson High School's history and its life changing 
impact on students through visual, literary and performing arts. 
  
Nim Wunnan  Blind 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $3,201 
I propose to take 2-month partial sabbatical to complete a series of large-scale ink paintings which use 
the Gulf oil spill and other recent journalistic imagery of ecological disasters, natural phenomena, and 
monumental cultural artifacts as subject material. Building off the work in my recent solo show, 
Obscured, these paintings present uncanny, violent, and otherwise unfathomable subject matter in a 
way that challenges the assumption that we can understand such events or objects by viewing their 
representations. 
  
Lucy Lee Yim  Houses are Fields 
Artistic Focus Dance $1,870 
Houses are Fields is an evening-length work that will be shown in April 2011 at Performance Works 
Northwest (PWNW) in a traditional theater setting. The creative process will begin as a discussion 
about impermanence and eventual loss, from which I will gather imagery to inspire an interactive 
tableau of objects landscaped on stage. Shifting terrain driven by key collaborators Jean Paul Jenkins 
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(music) and Michael Degutis (film) takes the viewer through metaphors shaped by the disintegration of 
the scattered puppet theater. 
  
Dustin Zemel  Scoop 6pm 
Artistic Focus Visual Arts $4,500 
"SCOOP 6PM... All is Well" (working title) is a juxtaposition of two separate video pieces: a six-channel 
single-wall piece and a seven-channel, interactive, multiple-wall video installation.  Together the pieces 
explore the uniformity, sensationalism, and performative nature of local television news presentations 
in America. 
 


